Guide to Wiriting a
Master Thesis in SEEP
Timeline
The SEEP Program allows you to write your thesis in the fourth semester. Since you
only have one course left – the thesis colloquium – which usually takes place on three
days during the semester, you can completely focus on writing your thesis for a whole
should try to already work on your thesis during the fourth semester.
way around. Additionally, I cannot tell you how long each step will take since the time

1. Finding a topic

2. Finding a supervisor

master´s thesis. You can either:
»
particularly interested in
» extend a seminar paper that you wrote
in one of your courses (if your supervisor
agrees),
»
in and continue/extend the research,
»
any ideas,
»
potential master thesis topics, or
»
(most of the time they are announced on

in or the method you intend to work with. This
should look for someone who is either familiar
with the topic or with the method. You can
either approach your professors after class and
they know someone in their institute who might

student reps and takes already place in the
Cafe style where researchers talk with students
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and data on it, developing a rough research
question and knowing the data you want
to choose, it is time to start writing on your
proposal. You will discuss your proposal with

working on.
3. Literature overview
you should start digging into the existing
literature. The literature overview is supposed
to help you get a deeper understanding of your
research area, get an idea for potential research

review, however, it is of help if you already take
notes. This makes writing the literature review a
lot easier.

include parts of your literature review. This will
really help you once you start writing.
It depends on the agreement with your
However, during your “waiting time” you can
already continue with your literature review.
Timewise, I would suggest you already hand it

4. Research Question
Formulate a concise research question that

5. Find/Collect your data
For answering your research question, you will
most likely need data. From your initial literature
review you should already know if there is data

deadline for your cohort.
8. Empirical analysis
to continue with the empirical analysis. If you are

also knows where to get the data from and can

prepare your data which usually takes longer

request, which usually takes some time!! Other

estimation itself! Keep that in mind! Once your
data is ready, you can run regressions.

Thus, if you want to collect primary data you
want to conduct an online survey, you can use
your supervisor will need to sign you up for it.
6. Choose a method
As you know from your method courses, there
qualitative, you can choose from. The method
depends on your research question and the
your data and the method and make sure to
discuss them in your thesis.
7. Proposal
2

a mixed methods approach, you also have to
prepare your data to further process it, using
your chosen method. Be aware, that in depth
analyses are time consuming as well. The
empirical part of your master thesis is therefore
9. Writing
Finally your hard work and preparation pays off!
Since you already wrote your proposal and part
found results to answer your research question
it is time to write everything down.

document. You can also use Latex if you have
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10. Thesis Colloquium presentation
During the thesis colloquium you will need to
presentation – which will take place in June – your
the method you used etc. The presentation will
front of some SEEP professors.
11. Handing in your thesis
your supervisor registered you, you can upload

will not get your graduation documents.
Extra Tips:
» Try to continuously work on your thesis,
otherwise it will take a lot of time to get
into the topic again
»
»
»
the code they used. They are usually
happy to help
»
for a whole semester when writing your
master´s thesis
»

run through a plagiarism check. You will get an
»
need to graduate. Once you get your grade you
need to apply for your graduation documents.
You will get an E-Mail (in 2-4 weeks) once you
can get your documents at the Study Service

your thesis
Keep the deadlines and the long waiting
in mind!

graduation ceremony. Keep in mind to bring a
hard cover copy of your thesis, otherwise you
All information is for general guidance and is provided
with no guarantee of completeness or accuracy.

Questions? Contact us!
Student Representation
VWL | Economics | Sozioökonomie | SEEP

K www.vwsozoekseep.at
k stv-vwsozoekseep@wu.ac.at
E vwsozoekseep
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